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New reporting time 12 noon
Going directly to lunch

In a startling discovery, similar to the 32 billion dollars
found in the retirement fund, the post office has discov-
ered that it has too many supervisors. A quick reality
check by the post office’s internal auditing unit,
NTGOBN (Not the Good Old Boys Network), found that
not only are there too many supervisors, but that a lot of
the work they have been assigned in the past is now being
handled by computer or at centralized locations.

For example, sick calls are now handled at a central
location, and there is no longer any need for a supervisor
to be present to answer the phone and say, “Can you at
least come in and case?”

The mail is counted before it arrives at the station and
by adding the curtailed mail from the previous day, a sim-
ple move within computer files eliminates any need for
someone to count the mail. 

The clerks and mailhandlers know how to distribute
the mail, and carriers know the location of their routes,
and have received training in how to case and pull down.
In short, the work gets done without further instruction.

Automation catches supervisors
Post office automation, which has mostly affected

clerks so far, has finally caught up to management. The
NTGOBN has therefore concluded that supervisors are
not needed until carriers leave for the street, and clerks
are working their duties. An anticipated bonus to the new
starting time is the improved labor-management climate
with no anticipated disputes before noon.

The introduction of the later starting time, and the
immediate lunch, should further relieve stress on man-
agement. A three-hour lunch period was originally
planned, but this was thought to adversely affect the
morale of supervisors. So instead of a reduction in lunch
hours, this period will now be combined with “street
supervision”, which will give maximum flexibility to
supervisors before they return to the station.

The decrease in first class mail volume has seen a scram-
ble by the post office to create more work for supervisors.
The little known double-speak department in the post office
created the MSP (managed service points) program so that

customers would have consistent delivery times. This pro-
gram can keep many supervisors at computer screens trying
to figure out what these numbers mean.

Robot to control floor
Finally, to maintain a supervisor’s presence on the

workroom floor, a radio controlled DOIS robot, wearing
a tie, will randomly wander the workroom floor and say
things like, “Get back to your case,” “I’ll get back to
you,” and “This is a direct order.” 

The new starting times are to be implemented some-
time in April.

Ivars Lauersons

Secret white elephant sale 
Ever wonder what it feels like to own a Segway?

Well, you missed your chance. The Post Office held
a secret white elephant sale recently at an undis-
closed location at which they tried to auction off
numerous redundant items, such as their gleaming
new fleet of Segways, which were originally bought
at $9,000 apiece. (Trick question: How many canvas
mail sacks can you buy for $9,000 x 9? See answer
on Page 17.) Although most major Bay Area com-
munities have legislated against allowing Segways
on the sidewalks, there is no law that says you can’t
zap around in your own backyard at 15 mph and
scandalize nosy old ladies peeping over your hedge,
like your mother-in-law. 

A much harder sale were the brand-new irradiation
machines which were originally purchased for undis-
closed millions. The biggest crowd at the auction,
however, was gathered around the mounds of dirty
canvas mail sacks. To the lingering regret of every
mail carrier, these canvas sacks have been phased out
and have been replaced by the much-detested nylon
sacks. Canvas sacks are now worth their weight in
gold. The frenzied mob at the auction was grabbing
canvas sacks which they will later resell to carriers at
a premium. (Which postal bright bulb suggested
replacing canvas sacks with nylon ones? Word on the
street is that some postal big cheese has a cousin with
a factory who makes the cussed things.)

Juliette Chen

SUPERVISORS STARTING TIMES CHANGED
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B R A N C H N O T E S

T.V. 214 Schedule
SAN FRANCISCO, AT&T Cable Channel 29:
Every third Sunday of the month at 7:00 p.m.
April 20, 2003; May 18, 2003; June 15, 2003

The Branch wishes a safe tour of duty and quick
return to all the carriers who have been called to active
duty in the armed forces, and reminds them and their
families that not only are dues in abeyance during their
absence, but also we are here for you if you need us: keep
in touch and stay well!!

Corrections and additions: One of our super-tech
computer experts is Corte Madera steward Arnold Jones.
His name was inadvertently omitted as a source for the
guest article on VOMA carriers. (Voice, Jan/Feb 2003, p5.)

Gerry Lee, our award-winning cartoonist is retiring
out of Daly City after many years at the post office. Gerry
is also responsible for the masthead seen on the cover of
The Voice, the Branch 214 logo, and the California State
Association of Letter Carriers logo. A selection of his past
cartoons appears elsewhere in this issue.

Mutual exchange wanted
Duluth, MN city carrier desires a mutual exchange

with a Bay Area carrier for family reasons. Seniority date
of 5/29/93. Duluth has a high quality of life: reasonable
housing, excellent public schools, virtually no crime, and
is one of the top ten healthiest small cities to live in. Con-
tact: Bob, 815 Grandview Avenue, Duluth, MN 55812-
1163. (218) 728-4878. Email: suzieq9042@aol.com.
(2/27/2003)

Branch 214 notes
Welcome new stewards:
Ray Menis, Steiner/Station A; Simon Dang, Sunset PCA;
Brian Poole, Stonestown.

Welcome new alternate stewards:
Shen Yi, Marina; Rafael Rodriguez, Stonestown; Romeo
Lacap, Collections; Carmen Jimenez, Collections; Rudy
Rimando, Rincon East; Valerie Swanson, Bayview;
Roman Herico, Bayview.

Union Office Clean Up – Thank you to the following
officers – Tony Gallardo, John Beaumont, Ray Fong,
Carol Maggio, Martha Raup — and Dianne Joseph who
met on Sunday, March 9th to clean out the storage and
meeting room. Juan Dominguez straightened up and
cleaned out all the old EEO files volunteering four hours
during the week. Anyone wishing to take part in the
shredding and culling detail, contact Lili Buencamino
and Bill Thornton, chiefs of next month’s detail.

Branch Officers
Tony Gallardo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
Lili Buencamino . . . . . . . . . . . Executive Vice-President
Bill Thornton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President
John Beaumont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary-Treasurer
Ray Fong. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Field Director
Carol Maggio . . . . . . . . . Assistant Secretary–Treasurer
Herb Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sergeant-at-Arms
Franklin Woo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NALC Health Benefits
Juan Dominguez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Safety and Health
Carmen Jimenez . . . . . Equal Employment Opportunity
Mike Callahan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MBA representative
Leonard Cruz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Director of Organization
June Buccat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trustee
Kathleen McConnell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trustee
Martha Raup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trustee

Voice Staff
Ivars Lauersons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Editor
Phil Vosburg, Juliette Chen . . . . . . . . Associate Editors
Gerry Lee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cartoons and Graphics
Permission is given to trade union and labor publications to copy or
reproduce any article contained in this publication, providing appro-
priate credit is given. Permission to others must be granted in writing
by the Voice Editor or Branch President. Opinions expressed by con-
tributors are their own, and not necessarily those of Branch 214. If
possible, all articles and letters to the editor should be submitted on
disk in a standard word processing program (i.e. Word, Word Perfect),
with a hard copy included. Articles typewritten or written may also be
submitted.

GOLDEN GATE BRANCH
2310 Mason St., 3rd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133

Phone: (415) 362-0214
WEB page: http://www.nalc214.org

Office hours: 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday

C
COMMUNICATIONS

“Gabe,” the cat on Montevideo Way in San Rafael, says
about the mailman, “Here he comes, right on time.”
Photo by 18-year-old Erica Starno.
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P R E S I D E N T

Almost on time

Another victory for flex time
By Tony Gallardo, President

On February 21, 2003, the San Francisco B-Team ren-
dered a decision on the fate of the Mill Valley flextime
program. The decision, in part, reads as follows:

Management did violate an enforceable long stand-
ing past practice. Management shall continue with
this past practice and flextime shall be returned.

The history of flextime
Flextime was first instituted on July 16, 1990 at the

San Rafael Civic Center Station. Up until this time no
flextime programs that we know of existed for letter car-

riers anywhere in the country. I
was the shop steward at San
Rafael at that time and I wrote
the article for The Voice (Sep-
tember/October, 1990 issue) that
first publicized the existence of
flextime. Immediately after the
article was written many post
offices represented by Branch
214 and many NALC branches
around the country began imple-

menting their own flextime programs.
Flextime caught on because of the obvious advantages

for both letter carriers and management. Flextime allows
carriers a starting time window around the fixed starting
time. A typical flex time agreement might allow carriers
to start up to half an hour before and half an hour after
their official fixed starting time.

Commuting variables
Many urban centers, including the Bay Area, experi-

enced skyrocketing costs in housing in the 1990s. Car-
riers found that as the distance from their jobs to where
they could afford to live grew so did their commute times.
Some letter carriers found that if they left for work earli-
er they could cut their commute time in half. Others
found that car-pooling saved them gas money as well as

wear and tear on their cars while making their arrival time
at work a little more unpredictable.

From management’s point of view, flextime was a pro-
gram which added no extra cost to the operation as long
as the earliest starting times did not create any down time.
Additionally, flex time freed up supervisors from point-
less discipline for tardiness.

Employee Involvement out
In May of 1996, Postal Management at L’Enfant Plaza

in Washington, D.C. unilaterally pulled out of the
Employees Involvement process. Management was back
on the unilateral path of most resistance. From that point
on, mututally beneficial programs such as flextime were
out of favor. In many places, including some prominent
cities in Branch 214, flextime was lost. Grievances were
filed and some of our losses were reversed.

DPS in
With the onset of DPS, new problems arose. While

automation did manage to eliminate clerk positions, the
goal of sorting the mail in “delivery point sequence” to
the carrier cases was offset by later arrival times from the
distribution centers. Compounding this was the fact that
management had, over the years, allowed the routes to
grow grossly out of adjustment.

Since route inspections and adjustments were required
when DPS was introduced, management’s unrealistic
expectations of labor cost reductions went out the win-
dow when the number of routes (and accompanying car-
rier complement) grew instead of the reductions that had
been expected. As management moved starting times
later, they were again tempted to eliminate flextime,
thinking that tighter control of the work force would
somehow squeeze the labor costs down.

San Rafael never lost flextime, though we had to strug-
gle through some challenges, including an impasse victo-
ry where Branch 214 got to keep flextime in the San
Rafael Local Memorandum of Understanding.

When I took office as President in January of 2002,
Branch 214 had just won a grievance decision on flextime
against postal management in the city of San Francisco.
Ray Fong and I soon finalized the reestablishment of
flextime in San Francisco during the transition from his
administration to mine.

March/April 2003 Award-winning newspaper Vol. XXXIII, No. 2

(continued on page 4)
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P R E S I D E N T

Flextime attacked in Mill Valley
On September 7, 2002, as management implemented

DPS in Mill Valley, flextime was unilaterally taken away.
When the union filed a grievance three days later, manage-
ment’s response was the following: “Implementation of
DPS makes it more difficult to allow carriers to start earlier.”

“Past practice” elements
Article 5 of the National Agreement and its corre-

sponding chapter in the Joint Contract Administrative
Manual (JCAM) clearly establish a prohibition of unilat-
eral action. The JCAM further defines what a past prac-
tice is and what the functions of a past practice are. This
Step B decision clearly establishes that flextime meets
the criteria of a longstanding past practice.

Arbitrator [first name] Mittenthal decribed the ele-
ments required to establish a valid past practice as:

1) Clarity and consistency: Where the parties invari-
ably respond in the same way to a particular set of
conditions.

2) Longevity and repetition: A period of time has to
elapse during which a consistent pattern of behavior
emerges.

3) Acceptability: The employees and supervisors alike
must have knowledge of the particular conduct and
must regard it as the correct and customary means of
handling a situation.

4) Mutuality: Is the practice the product of a joint
understanding?

As a result of this clarification in the JCAM, the B-
Team resolved the grievance in favor of the union.

Mill Valley is not unqiue. I am sure that wherever flex-
time is still being practiced it meets the criteria for a Past
Practice as defined above. Perhaps management will one
day see the error of its ways and negotiate flextime agree-
ments everywhere. For now, if you still have flextime,
and management is contemplating its unilateral dissolu-
tion, your chances of keeping flextime have just gotten
much better.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Bill
O’Donnell and Val Palattao who filed the grievance at
Step A Informal. Special appreciation also goes out to
John Beaumont who appealed the grievance to Step B, as
well as Ray Fong, whose initial negotiations and subse-
quent testimony helped lock down the facts that led to the
favorable decision.

Gallardo (continued from page 4)

The Scientific Gerry Lee, 2000
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Our President’s priorities

Elections and empires? 
Or the people?

By Bob Yragui, retiree

What does the late unlamented election mean to the
people of America: its work force, its aged, and its
children?

One commentator, Bill Moyers, calls it the ushering in
of an American empire, with the pronouncement of
American power over the entire world. Crazy? If we
watch our President, it’s not so far-fetched. Consider this:
a war on terrorism, a new Cabinet post to beef up securi-
ty in the U.S., the drive to take on Iraq—the militarization
of America. What do these moves tell us? Not peace, nor

the serious examination of the
Enron or Worldcom scandals. In
fact, President George W. Bush
hasn’t said anything about the
domestic problems we suffer.
These problems—unemployment,
lack of healthcare, over-priced
housing, inflationary food
prices—are not his concern. And
Bush now has the power to carry

out an agenda that provides the “sky is the limit” possi-
bilities. Do the American people want to hand Dubya
another $45 billion to carry out his “war on terror” with
pre-emptive strike capabilities? Shades of the Roman
empire! We now have Caligula and Nero combined, all

rolled into one person! I personally favor Molly Ivins’
characterization of Bush and VP Dick Cheney as “corpo-
rate sleaze”; it fits them so well. The dreams of empire
are most certainly dancing in Bush’s boyish brain.

Domestic issues and sleaze
So where does this leave us, ie., the American People?

Out on a thin limb! It is a good place to start. It is most
certain we must rouse those in Congress who support us
and convince them to develop backbones; to develop an
economic plan that is built around domestic issues and to
clean up corporate sleaze. We must insist that we have
democratic principles as the guide for governing the
country. We must have new legislation to protect people’s
rights and institute needed services which have long been
put off. Above all, we must insist that overall governance
centers on “the People” rather than on would-be Ameri-

can emperors and mega-corporations.
We must prepare ourselves for a bumpy ride. We need

to digest and develop a battle plan for dealing with the
consequences of Dubya’s priorities and Constitutional
changes. Then we must work like pack mules (you think
of that kind of analogy in the Post Service) to fight to
build our base and develop alliances, so that we will be
the gadfly, the thorn and finally the true leadership that
this country deserves. We don’t need the kind of leader-
ship that Dubya exemplifies—corporate sleaze. 

Bill Peavey
Lawyer, Peavey Law Firm

Specializing in plaintiff’s
personal injury.

Representing letter carriers since 1973. Lead
counsel for the COP class action that returned
$25 million to federal employees nationwide.

• Do you have enough car insurance?

• Do you have a legal problem or question?

Call me for a free telephone consultation.

160 Spear Street, Suite 214
San Francisco, CA 94105

Tel: (415) 543-8800
Fax: (415) 543-8459

IN MEMORIAM
Bee Lawrence (wife of longtime member

Bill Lawrence)

Shuttle Columbia Astronauts

We must convince those in
Congress to develop backbones
and plan around domestic
issues.

Molly Ivins’ characterization
of Bush and Cheney as 
“corporate sleaze” fits them
so well. htt
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Check the all

Time for a tune-up
By Bob Miller, Sunset Station, San Francisco

The National Contract is in place through the end of
2006, which means there will be no local negotiations
until 2007. The next National Convention is more than a
year away. The trauma of buying a building for the
branch is over. Now is the time for Branch 214 members
to take a long, hard review of how our union is being run,
and what things can be done to make it more effective in
representing and protecting the membership.

Ask the carrier in the case next to yours: Can you name
the five full-time officers? (Hint: They’re listed on page 2

of The Voice.) How many of them
have you seen at your station lately?
Which ones have talked with you?
The old-timers in our branch can
remember station visits from past
officers (Becker, Garshol, Burton,
Tyeskey). What has changed?

New grievance procedure
The biggest change has been the

institution of the Dispute Resolution
Procedure in place of the old grievance system. DRP was
designed by our national officers to speed up the process
and to make the parties in conflict (the stewards, supervi-
sors, station managers and postmasters in the AOs) solve
their differences quickly. 

Something went wrong when Branch 214 implement-

ed DRP. More and more, full-time officers have become
bogged down in the process, appealing and meeting on
grievances when the work could and should be done by
shop stewards on the clock. Under the old system much
of this work was done by a group of Step Two designees
(on the clock), culled from the most experienced shop
stewards in the branch. 

Officers handling grievances
Power, like money, works best when it’s spread

around. There is an attitude among some officers that
they alone are capable of handling the grievances in our
branch. As a result, officers seem to spend more time in
managers’ offices than they do on the work floor listening
to the membership. Is it necessary for officers to be so
prominent in DRP? Not if you look at our stewards in San

Leandro who handle almost all grievances and appeals
through the entire process. There are talented stewards
throughout the branch who could be doing this work, and
doing it on the clock.

If grievance handling is not the primary duty of offi-
cers, what will they do? Plenty. Besides getting back in
touch with the carriers in general, regular station visits
give working stewards the opportunity for getting advice

and information from the officers. An officer confronting
a supervisor face-to-face about why a steward hasn’t got-
ten time and documents to process a grievance is a lot
more effective than a letter or phone call to higher ups
who want to undermine the system. And if the manager
knows that officers will be back in a few days, not a few
months, they would be less likely to put off their Article
17 and 31 obligations. Training classes and after-work
meetings can become regular functions of officers, bring-
ing the membership together and making them stronger.

Computer help to stewards
The most important people in our union have always

been the stewards. A good steward can organize the work
floor, make sure that the contract is followed, and make
sure that working conditions are tolerable. It’s the
branch’s job to make the steward’s work as effective and
easy as possible. Why shouldn’t the union relieve the
repetitive aspects of grievance-filing by using computer
technology? The branch used to come up with a hand-
book which included boilerplates for the most common
grievances along with lists of documents needed to prove
the case. All of that information, and more (every manu-
al and handbook), can be put on a CD and distributed to
every shop steward who has access to a computer.

At a recent branch meeting, there was much opposition
from officers about giving the shop stewards a laptop

computer to share. Getting grievances digitized at the
lowest levels will make the work of appealing grievances
to higher levels much simpler. Once scanning technology
and wire transfers of files are instituted, stewards will no
longer have to worry about whether they can physically
get their grievances to the union office in a timely man-
ner. The cost? It would save thousands of hours of redun-
dant work now being done by stewards and officers.

Something went wrong when
the branch implemented the
dispute resolution process.

It’s time for a long, hard
review of how our union is run.

(continued on page 7)

Stewards’ work could be eas-
ier with computer technology.
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Help on the way

Task forces coming to resolve
disputes and reduce stress

By Lili Buencamino Beaumont, Executive Vice President

In an effort to steer the letter carriers’ workplace envi-
ronment towards one with less stress and less labor-man-
agement disputes, our national president, Bill Young, and
his staff are on the verge of instituting several joint task
forces to reach that end.

Each task force is geared towards reducing stress and
conflict in the letter carriers’ workplace by focusing on
issues that most create stress and conflict for carriers – i.e.
local work hours vs. work load disagreements stemming
from route inspections and adjustments; contract compli-
ance and administration; other local labor-management

disputes.
There are four joint NALC-USPS

task forces being set up to address
specific areas of concern. One task
force will jointly update the JCAM.
Another joint task force will evaluate
ways to make the arbitration process
more efficient and less costly. Also
currently being explored is a task
force for jointly conducting route
inspections and adjustments of

routes. If successful, this task force could significantly
reduce continual and redundant daily work hours vs.
work load disputes at the local level. It may also provide
fairness to the route adjustment process. There is also a
NALC-USPS task force being developed to jointly inter-
vene and “troubleshoot” offices or areas that have serious
and/or continuous labor-management disputes.

The San Francisco District has recently produced a

NALC-USPS task force similar to national’s joint inter-
vention task force. Chaired by NALC Branch 1427’s
President, Robert Madrid, and the District’s manager of
Human Resources, Don Barrett, the task force is com-
prised of four NALC representatives and four USPS rep-
resentatives. Trained in conflict assessment and dispute
intervention, the members of the task force are getting
ready to enter offices wherein serious and/or persistent
labor-management disputes arise within the San Francis-
co District. 

The protocol set up for “activating” this task force
begins with a request from the Branch President, Post-
master, station manager, to one of the chairmen of the
task force. Once the request is acknowledged, one NALC
and one USPS task force member is considered invited to

the “troubled” office to assess the problem(s) and offer
suggestions on resolving the problem(s) working with the
parties in dispute. A report from the two participating task
force members is submitted to the task force chairmen
and follow-up is done if needed. 

The goal of this San Francisco District NALC-USPS
intervention task force is to assess disputes in offices to
which they are called and offer solutions to avoid recur-
rence of such disputes. Hopefully, if this task force is
effective, its successes may minimize repetitive griev-
ances, encourage contract compliance and administra-
tion, and ultimately reduce stress in the workplace. If our
national officers are successful in their endeavors to set
up their four task forces it would certainly reduce griev-
ances and reduce workplace stress levels. We may be far
away from attaining those goals but I applaud our nation-
al officers for trying.

These changes are inevitable if the branch hopes to keep
up with management’s use of computer technology in
controlling letter carriers at their jobs. 

Evaluating expenses
Once these reforms are put into place, it would be wise

for branch members to reevaluate how the branch allo-
cates its expenses. Would the money spent for the fifth
full-time officer be better spent giving more time to part-
time officers like our EEO representative and our Safety
and Health officer? Should the branch create a part-time
officer position to deal with injury compensation issues?

In this age of cell phones, pagers, and faxes, why is it

so hard to find an officer when you need one? Why can’t
one officer, with a designated cell phone or beeper, be on
call on Saturdays?

Term limits considered
There are many good philosophical arguments for and

against term limits, but the lack of new leadership in the
branch should reopen the discussion on this subject. Long
periods of time in office insulate officers from the ever-
changing job of letter-carrying. New faces bring new
ideas. Our officers have an obligation to be training the
next generation of branch leaders. Term limits could be
the force to push people in the right direction.

Now is the time to start making changes for the future
strength of the branch.

Miller (continued from page 6)

San Francisco has a task
force ready to enter problem
offices.
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Aurea Berger

Robert Encarnacion
John Hague

Michael Knorr
Donald Ricco Jr.

Branch 214 Meetings
Branch meetings, 7:00 P.M.

April 7, 2003 Knights of Columbus Hall
May 5, 2003 38th & Taraval, S.F.
June 2, 2003

Steward meetings, 5:30 P.M.
April 7, 2003 Knights of Columbus Hall
May 5, 2003 38th & Taraval, S.F.
June 2, 2003

Retiree social meeting, 12:30 P.M.
April 7, 2003 Knights of Columbus Hall
June 2, 2003 38th and Taraval, S.F.
August 4, 2003
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Gary Dassel, Novato, on left, retired on 11/1/02. With him is
shop steward Ken Schneider.

Randy Wong works his Union Street beat on his f
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Randy Wong, almost 42 years in the post office, shows the engraved watch presented
to him by the carriers, clerks and line supervisors at Marina Station, San Francisco
on the last-day-on-the-route ceremonies on February 28, 2003. To Randy’s right are
two other gag gifts, diet coke and popcorn. 

Branch President Tony Gallardo praises Randy Wong’s long service and union
activism at the retirement ceremony.
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NALC HBP info corner 

Frequently asked questions
By Franklin H. Woo, NALC HBR

Members of the NALC Health Benefit Plan often ask
great and common questions. For your information, the
following are some frequently asked questions.

I was seen in the hospital emergency room for treat-
ment of an accidental injury. Why wasn’t my bill paid
in full?

When you receive nonsurgical care within 72 hours
after an accidental injury, the Plan will pay 100% of the
allowable charges. If you received surgical treatment,
such as suture of a wound or casting of a fracture, the

charges for the surgery and related
surgical expenses are subject to the
Plan’s calendar year deductible and
coinsurance.

Is the Caremark mail order pro-
gram safe?

Caremark’s computerized system
checks each prescription against
your personal medical profile and
every prescription you order is filled

by a registered pharmacist. This process ensures the qual-
ity and accuracy of your prescription before it is dis-
pensed at the mail order facility and mailed to you.

Can I continue to get my medication at my local
pharmacy?

You may choose to continue to purchase your pre-
scriptions at your local pharmacy, but benefits will be
reduced. Using your NALC identification card, you can
purchase up to a 30-day supply of covered medication,

plus one refill at a network retail pharmacy. There is no
deductible.

If you continue to purchase additional refills of the
same medication, you will pay 100% of the cost. You
must file a claim to receive reimbursement. Charges are
subject to a $25.00 per person ($50/family) calendar year
deductible. When you have Medicare as primary payer,
no deductible applies. Benefits are payable at 60% of the
Plan allowance. 

Why is it important to choose a network provider?
By using a network provider, you can make best use of

your benefit plan dollars, and often be responsible for less
money out of your pocket. When you do not use a PPO
provider, but live in a geographic area where you have
adequate access to a PPO provider, our allowance is
based on the average PPO negotiated rate for that region.
This means that in addition to your coinsurance and
deductibles, you are also responsible for paying the dif-
ference between the average network rate in that region,
and the doctor’s bill. This cost difference does not count
towards your annual out-of-pocket expense.

What is the difference between a name brand and a
generic drug? Why the price differences?

The name brand is the name under which the manu-
facturer advertises and sells a drug. The generic name of
a drug is its chemical name. Under federal law, generic
and name brand drugs must meet the same standards of
safety, purity, strength and effectiveness.

Brands are more expensive than generics because man-
ufacturers have market exclusivity given to them by the
patents. During this time, there are no other equivalent
drugs available on the market. This allows manufacturers
to recover the costs of research and development of the
new drug, and earn a profit from their innovation. At the
end of the patent period, generic manufacturers are
allowed to produce and market the equivalent generic
drug. This allows competition from multiple manufactur-
ers and drives the price of the generic drug lower.

My provider is billing for more than the patient
responsibility shown on my Explanation of Benefits
(EOB) form. What should I do?

When a discount for which you are not responsible is
applied to any claim the Plan processes, a complete
explanation of the reduction will appear on your copy and
the provider’s copy of the Plan’s EOB. Call the provider’s
billing department and ask them to clarify why your
responsibility was not reduced. If you are unable to
resolve the matter, call the Plan at 1-888-636-6252 for
assistance. Please have the name and phone number of
the person you spoke with available at the time of your
call.

I am hoping that the above information is or will be
helpful to you. For any assistance (urgent) concerning
your enrollment with the NALC Health Benefit Plan, call
toll-free 1-888-636-6252 (8:00 a.m. – 3:30 p.m., EST)
and ask to speak with a Customer Service Representative
(CSR). Of course, you may also contact the Plan or
myself for (non-urgent) matters. To contact and to leave
me a “voice mail” message, call Branch 214 at (415) 362-
0214 or at 1-800-4BR-0214.

May the rest of 2003 be a healthy, prosperous & safe
one for us. God Bless America!

Under federal law, brand
name and general drugs must
meet the same standards.
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UNION MADE

HAVERT HILL
Retired Member 
Greater East Bay Branch 1111
Weinbrenner–Rocky Shoes

Brookfield’s Newest Representative
Serving Branch 214

(510) 799-5533
1646 PARTRIDGE DR. (510) 799-5440
HERCULES, CA 94547-1520 1-800-200-8616

that won’t happen for 20 years or more.” I asked if he was
kidding, because that didn’t make any sense. Angry and
defensive he stuttered, “It seems like this is your problem.
If you have a problem, you should take it up with, take it
up with…. yourself.”

Several days later management announced that they
planned to tear out all the asbestos tiles and completely
replace the floor. So in the end if they actually go through
with the repairs it will have been worth all the complain-
ing and arguing. 

Courage and government
Some disagreements involve the courts and govern-

ment agencies, but it still takes individuals to have the
courage to challenge things that they think are wrong.

For example; the energy companies that sell power to
California were withholding energy to drive up prices.
The state of California took them to court, but the energy
companies accused the state of not being able to manage
their energy resources. They are still fighting over it in
court. 

Instead of dealing with the problem the energy compa-
nies denied there was a problem and then attacked the
accuser. 

The same thing happened recently when the top brass
at the SFPD were indicted. When several off-duty patrol

Postal X-Files

Criticism is a good thing!
By Audrey A. Davis, Sunset Station, San Francisco

Do we live in a perfect world? Are there things that are
wrong which need to be fixed? Of course there are…. But
how do you change things? 

Change usually starts with a disagreement. Some peo-
ple refer to that as criticism. Whatever you call it, if you
don’t agree with something and you decide to voice your
opposition, you had better be ready for what happens
next. 

When there is a disagreement sometimes it is taken as
an attack even if it is an attempt to improve the situation.

Oftentimes the people who
receive the criticism become
defensive. They deny that any-
thing is wrong. They might distort
the facts about what has hap-
pened. And sometimes they will
accuse you of having an ulterior
motive. 

It’s like you are caught in a no-
win situation. You know some-

thing is wrong and that it is having an adverse effect on
you or others around you. You have to choose between
not doing anything and just putting up with the problem
or sticking your neck out to change things and risk suf-
fering the wrath of anger and attack. 

Unsafe asbestos
I have encountered this situation a lot lately. The most

recent example for me was when I filed my 6th 1767 —
Report of Unsafe Condition — in three months. The floor
tiles at our station were broken exposing employees to
asbestos contamination. Asbestos is invisible to the naked
eye, but when it is airborne we can breathe it into our
lungs where it stays forever. If too much is inhaled it can
eventually cause asbestosis, cancer, lung disease and
death.

I handed the supervisor the 1767. He read it and was
immediately irritated. “Why do you keep filing these, you
know what’s going on,” he said. “What’s going on?” I
asked. The supervisor wasted no time in denying that
there was a problem. “There is no asbestos in the build-
ing,” he said. I asked why there are warning signs on the
wall. He said, “They have those at all the stations. They
don’t mean anything.” I asked him if he knew that
asbestos exposure can cause cancer and lung disease. The
supervisor became even more agitated. He said, “I’m not
afraid of asbestos and I don’t worry about cancer because

(continued on page 12)
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Letter to Bill Young, 
NALC President

Dear Sir,
I am a third-generation postal employee. As well, I am

a member in good standing of the NALC for more than a
quarter of a century. I have been an officer in a local
branch. I have had pride in the support the NALC gave to
my great uncle in WWI, my father in WWII and Korea,
and my sister in the Vietnam era. Each was a veteran. 

I now hang my head in shame at the action of the AFL-
CIO. Their actions are a disgrace to the union movement.
Never has the union which had the likes of George
Meany and Lane Kirkland as leaders put partisan politics
before the security of the United States. John Sweeney,
the current AFL-CIO president, has stained that reputa-
tion beyond the bounds of integrity to such a point that
many loyal unionists are alienated from unions them-
selves. 

I am petitioning my union the National Association of
Letter Carriers, a.k.a. the NALC (my union, not John
Sweeney’s or any other radical’s union) to allow mem-
bers who disagree out of conscience to have a resolution
of conscience procedure which allows dissenting mem-
bers to forbid the use of their dues for positions on polit-
ical issues. 

The call for reform in this area is timely. If the union
movement is to survive into the 21st century, the rights of
members within the union not to be pawns of the politi-
cal prejudices of certain elements must be incorporated
into bylaws and procedures in order to ensure the integri-
ty of the union movement. With the revelation of the
Venona project in 1995, it is now apparent that many of
the radicals of the 60s era were dead wrong in their poli-
tics as well as their philosophies. It is ill conceived for
unionists to be allied with radicals such as Tom Hayden,
Hillary Rodham [Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, D-N.Y.
—Ed.], Barbara Boxer, Tom Daschle, or any one of the
New Age politicos foisted upon unionists by the likes of
John Sweeney. Please restore the unions to their rightful
role as an advocate of unionist interest rather than pawns
of a flawed ideology of a bygone era. 

Mike McAdoo, member of Branch 214
National Association of Letter Carriers

San Francisco, California

officers allegedly beat up two guys on the street, the com-
manders were unwilling to honestly deal with the com-
plaints of police brutality. They denied that there were
any problems and tried to stop the investigation. Now that
a grand jury has indicted the chief and others the police
department is accusing the District Attorney of having
“political motivations” and being a racist. 

Disagreeing not easy
There is no doubt that disagreeing is not easy. Rev.

Martin Luther King Jr. once said, “Many people fear
nothing more terribly than to take a position which stands
out sharply and clearly from the prevailing opinion. The
tendency of most is to adopt a view that is so ambiguous
that it will include everything and so popular that it will
include everybody.” 

Anyone who has ever stood up for what they believed
in or simply disagreed with the way things are being done

knows that change is a struggle. It is difficult because
those who are in control will almost always resist the
change. Most of the time it requires some sort of sacrifice
to fight for change. But what is the alternative? 

Even a friendly struggle with our family or friends can
be difficult, stressful and sometimes painful. But, where
would we be without it? Would we let a loved one drive
drunk? Should we just stand by and allow a friend to be
abusive to their child? Should we pretend that we don’t
see something unjust in order to make our day easier?

We can ignore the wrong. People stick their heads in
the sand everyday. But it doesn’t make the world any bet-
ter. In fact passivity inadvertently helps those who are
doing wrong. Voicing your opinions about things around
you can be difficult but it is a good thing. Taking action
when something is wrong is our responsibility to each
other. Criticism is a good thing. I urge everyone to let
your voice be heard, whether it’s about the possible war
in Iraq, asbestos exposure at work or that we need more
union officers out on station visits.

“Has there ever been a society which has died of dis-
sent? Several have died of conformity in our lifetime.”
Jacob Bronowski (1908–74), British scientist, author.

“You have not converted a man because you have
silenced him.” John Morley, Lord (1838–1923), English
writer, Liberal politician.

“The beginning of thought is in disagreement— not
only with others but also with ourselves.” Eric Hoffer

Davis (continued from page 11) (1902–83), U.S. philosopher.
“The dissenter is every human being at those moments

of his life when he resigns momentarily from the herd and
thinks for himself.” Archibald MacLeish (1892–1982),
U.S. poet. 

Your opinion counts; Believe it or not.

I urge everyone to let your
voice be heard: asbestos, Iraq,
station visits by officers, etc.
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Living la vida loca

Welcome to the Postal Nation
By Juliette Chen, Associate Editor

Years ago, I knew a woman whose boyfriend used to
hit her. After every beating, he would accost her: “Why
do you make me so mad that I have to hit you?” It was
never his fault. Scratch a bully and you’ll find a coward;
the biggest bullies are often the loudest whiners. Did my
friend come to her senses and ditch the boyfriend? Unfor-
tunately, in the tragic alchemy of many abuse victims, she
managed to transmute base metal into gold and never left
him. If he beats me up, went her reasoning, he must care
about me. 

Bigger than Liechtenstein
My friend’s sad case reminds me of

the twisted dynamic that permeates
the postal culture. I’ve learned the
hard way in the last few months that in
the USPS, as in any oppressive soci-
ety, there is no respect without fear.
Leave all your civilities and niceties at
the door; they won’t cut it here. In past
articles, I’ve been criticized for com-

paring the USPS to a dictatorship. When an organization
ranks as the 25th largest business in the world, as we do,
and employs some 840,000 people, a different set of rules
come into play. Running the USPS is tantamount to run-
ning a small bankrupt country. According to data pub-
lished by the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
in March 2001, 72 countries (out of a total of 227) have a
smaller population than the workforce employed by the

USPS. A third of the world’s countries are smaller than
us. It’s hardly a stretch to compare the USPS to a corrupt
and oppressive banana republic. 

If we are the Postal Nation, then what kind of country
are we? Are we the kind of country where the authorities
are indistinguishable from the criminals? Are we the kind
of country where a child who points out that the emperor
has no clothes is summarily executed? Do we want idiots
running the presidential palace, the army and the police
force? 

Back in the USSR
What separates a free people from an oppressed people
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is the rule of law. The effective and unbiased enforcement
of just laws is the best guarantee of our freedom. In an
oppressive society, law is subject to personal whim. In
countries like China and the former USSR, where the
communists have destroyed civilizations that took mil-
lennia to cultivate, the average citizen spends much of his
or her time wheedling and haggling for favor from local
bigwigs (and yes, standing in line). If you live in these
countries, your mouth would be in a perpetual pucker. 

Not in the playbook
In the USPS, we have our laws codified in part in the

contract, the manuals, and the code of ethics, that govern

the actions of management, the union and the workforce.
What we have seen in recent years, with the economic
downturn, is an increasing and deliberate disregard of
those laws by management. To achieve maximum impact,
management often skips the intermediate steps and stuns
carriers with the most extreme discipline. This has result-
ed in an unprecedented number of grievances and an
overburdened union, not to mention placing unnecessary
stress on many good carriers. 

Games management plays
Part of the problem is management recruitment and

training. Although there are decent, intelligent and com-
petent people in management, they are far outnumbered
by the defectives. New 204Bs, especially, are poorly
trained in everything except the parroting of stock phras-
es such as “This is a direct order.” When experienced
supervisors and managers do not go through due
process—what is their excuse? Letters of warning and
other disciplinary actions happen in clusters whenever
there is pressure from higher management. Carriers are
hit with the most punitive discipline without any prior
verbal warnings or discussions. Once higher management
is satisfied, and the union threatens to take action, the dis-
cipline is readily rescinded. Management repeats this pat-
tern in the full knowledge that they are not following
proper procedure but look at what they gain: an intimi-
dated workforce, more distraction for the union, and the
placating of bigger bosses. 

The danger of not following due process is that you
lessen respect for your own laws and for your own
authority. Money has a value only because enough people
agree to assign a value to it; otherwise they are just filthy
scraps of paper. I’ve come to look at postal discipline in
the same way. If I’m issued a letter of warning without
due process, it’s just a worthless piece of paper.

In an oppressive society, law
is subject to personal whim.

Running the USPS is tanta-
mount to running a small bank-
rupt country.
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The political Gerry Lee, 1998
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Civil service retirement overpayment in danger
Bipartisan legislation has been introduced in both the House and the Senate that would change the way the Postal Ser-

vice pays into the Civil Service Retirement System. HR 735 , and S 380, will save the Postal Service billions of dollars
a year. If the current system were to remain in place, the Postal Service would overpay its obligation to the system by
tens of billions of dollars. The legislation has no effect on the benefits of current or future CSRS retirees.

Three reasons why we need to fix the problem now.
• Without the change, postal customers will continue to be unfairly taxed with unnecessarily higher postage rates, which

would cause an immediate retreat in spending by businesses that rely on affordable postage rates.
• The bill would ensure stable postal rates, and provide the time needed to enact long-term postal reform.
• The bill would eliminate the unfunded liability for postal CSRS employees by applying the same funding approach

underlying FERS.
Please use the sample letters below as a guide and write your local Congressional Representative and both US Sen-

ators and ask for their support of HR 735 and S380. —John Beaumont

(Your Name)
(Your Street Address)
(Your City, State Zip)

The Honorable _________________
United State House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative ___________:

My name is ________________________ and I live in
________________________. I am a letter carrier and a
member of National Association of Letter Carriers Branch
_______.

I am writing to ask for your support of HR 735, the
Postal Civil Service Retirement System Funding Reform
Act of 2003, introduced by Representatives John
McHugh, Tom Davis, Henry Waxman and Danny Davis.
Under current law, the Postal Service is going to over-pay
its obligation to the Civil Service Retirement System
(CSRS) by billions of dollars in the years to come. Legis-
lation is required to adjust the amount of those pay-
ments. Without affecting the pensions of current or
future CSRS retirees, the Postal Service can save bil-
lions of dollars a year.

This bipartisan legislation would allow the USPS to oper-
ate without needing our patrons to pay increased
postage rates for the next few years. The mailing indus-
try is crucial to our economy—it employs 9 million peo-
ple, in addition to being a vital part in rebuilding our
economy. Passage of this legislation would help to pre-
serve universal service, which you have been a strong
supporter of in the past.

Thank you for your attention to this matter and I look for-
ward to your response.

Sincerely,
(your signature)

NALC Branch (#)

(Your Name)
(Your Street Address)
(Your City, State Zip)

The Honorable _________________
United State Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator ___________:

My name is ________________________ and I live in
________________________. I am a letter carrier and a
member of National Association of Letter Carriers Branch
_______.

I am writing to ask for your support of S 380, the
Postal Civil Service Retirement System Funding Reform
Act of 2003, introduced by Senators Susan Collins,
Tom Carper and Sam Brownback. Under current law, the
Postal Service is going to over-pay its obligation to
the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS) by billions
of dollars in the years to come. Legislation is required
to adjust the amount of those payments. Without
affecting the pensions of current or future CSRS
retirees, the Postal Service can save billions of
dollars a year.

This bipartisan legislation would allow the USPS to oper-
ate without needing our patrons to pay increased
postage rates for the next few years. The mailing indus-
try is crucial to our economy—it employs 9 million peo-
ple, in addition to being a vital part in rebuilding our
economy. Passage of this legislation would help to pre-
serve universal service, which you have been a strong
supporter of in the past.

Thank you for your attention to this matter and I look for-
ward to your response.

Sincerely,
(your signature)

NALC Branch (#)
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PICKETING NON-U.S.
UNIFORM SUPPLIER

Branch President Tony Gallardo (third from right)

marching on non-union uniform company San

Francisco Knitting Mills in a show of labor muscle

that includes Shelley Kessler, Executive Secretary-

Treasurer of the San Mateo Labor Council (next

to Tony, on his right) and Daniel Hennefeld

(in UNITE cap), Uniform Coordinator of UNITE!

(Union Needletrades Industrial and Textile

Employees).
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